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Abstract
Currently, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) standards body is working actively to
specify Voice services over Adaptive Multi-user channels on One Slot (VAMOS), an enhanced
transmission scheme to double the voice service capacity in existing Global System for Mobile
communications (GSM) system. Capacity increase is achieved by multiplexing two users in the same
timeslot within the same radio frequency channel. With this new transmission scheme, several
characteristics of VAMOS downlink signals can be taken into account in mobile station equalizer
design. Firstly, the base station maps a pair of bits from the two VAMOS users to a quaternary
symbol whose I/Q amplitude ratio may vary burst by burst. When the ratio is not unity, the VAMOS
downlink signal is improper because its pseudo-covariance does not vanish. Secondly, in the
baseband modulation stage, the symbol sequence is processed by π/2 progressive symbol rotation and
linearized Gaussian minimum shift keying (LGMSK) pulse shaping. Hence, intersymbol interference
(ISI) is introduced. Lastly, due to tight frequency reuse in most GSM networks today, mobile stations
also experience co-channel interference (CCI) from other base stations transmitting various types of
signals such as GMSK, 8 phase shift keying (8PSK), or VAMOS. In order to achieve network
capacity increase, advanced equalizers in mobile stations are required to offer superior bit error rate
(BER) performance in this challenging mobile radio system.
Unlike uplink transmission where a base station is typically equipped with an antenna array to
enhance the desired signal and suppress CCI, equalizer design in downlink direction is more
challenging because most mobile stations have one antenna only. In the past decade, various single
antenna interference cancellation (SAIC) solutions have been developed to mitigate the CCI effect.
While these solutions can be straightforwardly reused to obtain acceptable performance in VAMOS,
in this work a novel equalizer is proposed to achieve better BER performance by addressing the
forementioned characteristics of VAMOS downlink signals. This equalizer consists of a widely linear
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) minimum mean square error (MMSE) filter and a joint
maximum likelihood sequence estimator (JMLSE). In the first stage, since the transmitted signal and
the received signal may not be jointly proper, a widely linear filter is more effective in suppressing
interference from other base stations plus background noise while preserving the two paired VAMOS
users’ signal energy. In the next stage, further interference cancellation is achieved by jointly
detecting the two users’ symbol sequences using JMLSE. Optimality of the proposed equalizer is
justified by theoretical proof and simulation in this work.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The past decade has seen stupendous advances in interference cancellation techniques, in both
academia and industry. One key practical application is the capacity increase of the Global System for
Mobile communications (GSM) system. Although deemed as a second generation (2G) cellular
standard comparing with various third generation (3G) and fourth generation (4G) standards, the
dominant worldwide coverage of GSM today still drives the industry to integrate advanced wireless
communication techniques into products.
GSM is a hybrid frequency division multiple access (FDMA) and time division multiple access
(TDMA) cellular system. A user occupies one or a few time slots in a particular frequency channel
during a given burst period. When GSM was in use initially, co-channel interference (CCI) was
avoided by network configuration because adjacent base stations used different set of radio frequency
channels. With the growing demand to increase system capacity, one idea was to use the radio
spectrum more frequently across the network, thereby decreasing the so-called frequency reuse factor
[1]. When all base stations use the same set of frequencies, the network is said to have reuse factor
one. In this scenario, strong CCI presents at the mobile station receive antenna so that interference
cancellation capability on the mobile station side is required to support the capacity increase. Unlike
base stations which use conventional antenna-array diversity techniques to suppress interference,
most mobile stations today have one antenna only. Different single antenna interference cancellation
(SAIC) solutions applicable to mobile stations have been proposed since mid 1990s, based on various
combinations of linear filtering and non-linear detection algorithms. Using Phillip’s Mono
Interference Cancellation (MIC) mobile stations, a comprehensive field trial [2] demonstrated 57%
network voice service capacity gain in a live network with frequency reuse factor one.
Having seen system capacity gain demonstrated by SAIC-capable mobile stations, participants in
the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) standards body worked together to standardize
performance requirements into 3GPP specifications and introduce SAIC into the mobile handheld
market. Since SAIC solutions avoid modification on the base station transmitter side, presumably
system capacity can be further increased with a properly designed new transmission scheme. Base on
this concept, 3GPP started to work on a new operating mode named Voice services over Adaptive
Multi-user channels on One Slot (VAMOS) recently. As of now, the detailed transmission scheme
and some simulation results have been documented in the comprehensive 3GPP technical report [3].
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Based on this publication as well as other relevant 3GPP documents and IEEE literature, this thesis
proposes a novel VAMOS mobile station equalizer offering superior error performance by addressing
unique characteristics in the new transmission scheme. Single receive antenna constraint is assumed
in this work.
According to [3], VAMOS is based on the existing GSM burst structure but system capacity is
doubled by multiplexing two speech users in the same timeslot within the same radio frequency
channel. Orthogonal superposition is applied by mapping one user’s binary symbol sequence onto the
real axis and the other user’s binary symbol sequence onto the imaginary axis in the quaternary
symbol constellation. This transmission scheme creates two sub-channels for two paired VAMOS
users, respectively. In the downlink direction, characteristics relevant to mobile station equalizer
design are as follows.
Firstly, an adaptive symbol constellation named α-QPSK is proposed. The quaternary symbol
constellation is not necessarily square as in conventional quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK)
modulation; that is, the amplitude ratio between the real and imaginary parts of a constellation point
may not be unity. This ratio is constant within one burst period but may vary burst by burst. This
approach is equivalent to having different downlink transmission power levels in two VAMOS subchannels in order to facilitate multiplexing mobile stations with different interference cancellation
capabilities. More transmission power can be allocated to the sub-channel for the less capable mobile
station so that its input signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) is stronger. Although the other
mobile station experiences weaker input SINR in this case, its advanced interference cancellation
capability is able to suppress interference effectively. One consequence of the imbalanced subchannel transmission power ratio is that the VAMOS transmit signal becomes improper [4]; that is, its
pseudo-covariance (covariance of the signal with its complex conjugate version) does not vanish. It is
found in [5, 6] that when the input signal is improper, widely linear filters may yield smaller output
mean square error (MSE) than their linear counterparts.
Secondly, to support legacy GSM mobile stations which assume that the desired user signal is
Gaussian minimum shift keying (GMSK), in VAMOS the symbol sequence is processed by symbolby-symbol π/2 phase rotation and linearized GMSK (LGMSK) pulse shaping in the baseband
modulator. The LGMSK pulse spans 3 symbol periods approximately; hence, inter-symbol
interference (ISI) is introduced. This modulation scheme generates a near-GMSK signal [7] so that
compatibility with existing mobile stations is maintained. On the receiver side, most receivers
2

perform π/2 phase derotation before equalization. The cascade of the π/2 phase rotation and LGMSK
pulse shaping at the transmitter, the multipath fading channel, and the π/2 phase derotation at the
receiver creates an equivalent linear complex-valued ISI channel from the equalizer’s perspective.
Since the corresponding CIR coefficients consist of different complex values, a simple preprocessing
method on the receiver side such as sample-wise projection (projecting the received samples into
some direction in the complex plane) cannot suppress the paired VAMOS user’s signal effectively,
although the VAMOS sub-channels are orthogonal before baseband modulation on the transmitter
side. The desired user’s signal is interfered by the paired user’s signal in a similar fashion as CCI.
In addition to the unique VAMOS transmission characteristics as above, mobile stations in
VAMOS mode also need to deal with CCI generated from other base stations. The interfering signals
can be GMSK which is always improper, 8 phase shift keying (8PSK) which is always proper, or
VAMOS which may or may not be proper depending on the sub-channel transmission power ratio. In
a dense urban environment, it is common for a mobile station to receive multiple interfering signals of
different modulation types at various power levels. In the problem formulation for equalizer design,
disturbance in a dense urban area (where VAMOS is mainly in use) can be modeled as interference
plus additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The interference consists of one or several co-channel
signals from other base stations and the AWGN part mainly contains receiver thermal and
quantization noise.
Numerous interference cancellation solutions applicable to mobile station equalizer design have
been proposed in recent years. They can be classified into the following three categories.
Equalizers in the first category consist of two major components, a linear or widely linear filter and
a maximum likelihood sequence estimator (MLSE). The filters in most solutions are designed to
enhance the desired signal and suppress the interference plus noise in general, but have different
design criteria. In [8], the filter coefficients and the post-filter target impulse response (TIR) (or
modified channel vector as in [8]) are jointly optimized to maximize the output SINR. In [9, 10],
MMSE filters are used to minimize the output MSE. Noise whitening filters were also applied by
some authors, such as in [11]. Some other proposals reduce equalizer computation complexity, such
as the one in [12]. This solution does not perform computation intensive eigendecomposition and
matrix inversion. It is sub-optimum in interference plus noise scenarios because the filter is designed
to cancel the dominant interferer. In the last few years, widely linear process has been applied in
many publications to further improve output SINR in the improper transmitted signal or improper
3

received signal cases. A recent widely linear filter based MLSE equalizer can be found in [13]. In the
second stage of equalization, a single-user MLSE is used to detect the desired user’s symbol
sequence. Many solutions assume that the residue disturbance is AWGN and use MLSE directly in
this stage. [8] suggested to place a noise whitening filter before MLSE and demonstrated 1 dB error
performance gain by simulation. Instead of using a conventional Euclidean metric Forney-type MLSE
[14], if a minimum phase filter is included such as in [11, 13], a reduced state sequence estimator
(RSSE) [15] also offers near-optimum BER performance but computation complexity can be reduced
significantly.
The second category of equalizers is named multiuser detection or joint detection by some authors,
because the desired user and interfering users’ sequences are detected simultaneously. Joint maximum
likelihood sequence estimator (JMLSE) is one of the most effective algorithms used in multiuser
detection. This algorithm was originally proposed in [16], and probably first applied in GSM by [17].
When the CIR of the desired user and all interferers are known to the equalizer, multiuser detection
typically offers better performance than filter based solutions. However, several issues prevent easy
application of multiuser detection in practice. When CIR needs to be estimated or symbol
constellations have to be blindly detected, multiuser detection’s error performance may degrade
drastically. Meanwhile, when the number of users or the sizes of some symbol constellations are
large, the computation complexity is high and also the error performance degrades (due to reduced
minimum Euclidean distance between two valid transmitted sequences). For computation complexity
reduction, many authors have suggested different pre-filters to reduce the number of trellis states for
JMLSE, such as the maximum SINR channel shortening prefilter [18] and the minimum phase
MIMO prefilter [19].
Naturally, the third category is a hybrid of the two forementioned categories, typically consisting of
a MIMO filter in the first stage and a JMLSE in the second stage. In the filtering stage, the desired
user’s signal and a few dominant interfering signals are deemed as wanted signals, and other signals
are considered disturbance. The filter is designed to maximize the output SINR between the wanted
signals and disturbance. In the next JMLSE stage, sequences of the desired and dominant interfering
users are detected jointly. In VAMOS, we may deem signals from the two paired VAMOS users as
wanted signals and other signals as disturbance. This is a practical approach because training
sequences and symbol constellations of the two paired VAMOS users are known to the mobile
station, but those values of the interfering users from other base stations have to be blindly detected.
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The idea has been utilized in [20] to design a VAMOS equalizer dubbed single antenna MIMO
(SAM) receiver. In that solution, the overall channel is deemed as a 2-input (denoting the two paired
VAMOS users transmitting binary symbol sequences) and 2-output (denoting the real and imaginary
parts of the received temporal samples from the single mobile station antenna) real-valued channel
matrix; and, the interference plus noise is modeled as a vector valued auto-regressive (VAR) process
[21]. Hence, the equalizer is a straightforward extension of the spatio-temporal interference rejection
algorithm in [21]. To be specific, in the first stage, with a VAR model to approximate interference
plus noise, a finite impulse response (FIR) filter with the same order whitens the spatially and
temporally correlated disturbance in the received samples. In the second stage, a conventional twouser JMLSE detects the two VAMOS binary symbol sequences jointly.
The equalizer proposed in this work belongs to the third category. It is similar to the SAM receiver
above in two aspects. Firstly, we also have two-stage processing where the first stage is a filter and
the second stage is a JMLSE. Secondly, we treat the two paired VAMOS signals as wanted signals
and the remaining interference plus noise as disturbance.
However, the filter design in our proposal is different. It consists of a reduced-rank widely linear
MIMO MMSE filter and a CIR correction and noise balance unit. To be specific, rank reduction is
used to compensate for inaccurate estimates of second order statistics; this is a scalable approach and
can be straightforwardly extended to the full rank form when accurate second order statistics are
available (such as in a high input SINR scenario). Widely linear processing is applied to take into
account that transmitted signals or received signals may be improper. MIMO filter structure is used to
process the augmented input vector formed by stacking spatial and temporally adjacent samples, a
technique named space-time data model [8]. The filter coefficient matrix is computed by jointly
optimizing it and the TIR to minimize the filter output MSE. MMSE instead of a noise whitening
algorithm is preferred because computation of MMSE filter coefficients uses the more accurately
estimated autocorrelation matrix of the received sample vector (which can be estimated directly based
on received samples) but whitening noise requires the autocorrelation matrix of the noise vector
(which is indirect to estimate because noise samples are not received directly). Moreover, since the
actual overall CIR after the MMSE filter output differs from TIR and the noise power at different
filter output taps are unequal, a CIR correction and noise balance unit is designed to process the filter
outputs before the next JMLSE stage.

5

1.1 Contributions of the thesis
This work describes a novel VAMOS equalizer consisting of a reduced-rank widely-linear MIMO
MMSE filter, a CIR correction and noise balance unit, and JMLSE. Proof will be derived to justify
the exact equivalence between this equalizer and noise whitening filter based MLSE equalizers when
second order statistics are known. Since in correlated Gaussian noise situation an equalizer consisting
of a noise whitening filter and JMLSE is optimum [16, 22], the proposed MMSE filter based
equalizer is optimum as well. The advantage of MMSE filters instead of noise whitening filters lies in
coping with inaccurate estimates of second order statistics as we have just mentioned above. In the
simulation part, besides confirming the equivalence of the two types of equalizers in both noiselimited and interference-limited test scenarios, we also demonstrate the performance gain of the
proposed equalizer w.r.t. other equalizers in various VAMOS test scenarios.
Besides, a comprehensive literature survey is documented to describe recent years’ advances in the
interference cancellation research area. Some insightful analysis will be provided to elaborate
differences and similarities among some solutions.

1.2 Organization of the thesis
To describe problem formulation in detail, chapter 2 depicts the baseband transmitter, the receiver,
the frequency-selective multipath fading model, and the interference models in VAMOS operating
mode.
Chapter 3 contains a literature survey of recent years’ interference cancellation algorithms. It
consists of three sections corresponding to the forementioned three categories of interference
cancellation solutions, respectively.
In chapter 4, we describe the proposed equalization algorithm in detail and prove its equivalence to
the noise whitening filter based equalizer.
Comprehensive simulation work is documented in chapter 5. Some simulation plots confirm the
theoretical analysis in chapter 4 and others are used to find the performance gain of our proposal
w.r.t. other equalizers.
Finally, we summarize the conclusions and list remaining issues to investigate in chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Discrete-time baseband transmission model in VAMOS
In this chapter, in order to clarify the problem formulation in some detail, the following four sections
describe the transmitter, the receiver, the multipath fading channel model, and the VAMOS
interference test scenarios, respectively. A diagram below depicts the overall discrete-time baseband
transmission model in VAMOS operating mode.
Fading Channel

Transmitter

User 1
α-QPSK

User 2

Mapping

Rotation&
LGMSK

Receiver

Ch-selection

Signal

Filter &
Channel

Equalizer

Derotation

Interference
Channel

Interference

AWGN

Figure 2.1 The discrete-time baseband transmission model

2.1 The baseband transmitter structure
Two main processing units in the baseband transmitter, α-QPSK symbol constellation mapping and
Rotation & linearized GMSK (LGMSK) pulse shaping, are described below, followed by the
VAMOS burst structure elaborated in the last subsection.
2.1.1 α-QPSK symbol constellation mapping
This unit assigns two bits from the two VAMOS users, respectively, to a quaternary symbol whose
amplitude ratio may vary burst by burst. Hence, the symbol constellation may not be square [3]. The
ratio of the amplitudes of real and imaginary parts (representing the ratio of the amplitudes of the two
users) is controlled by α, where 0    √2. When α=1, the two users are transmitted with the same

power level and the constellation is the same as the conventional QPSK. When 1    √2, the

downlink signal of the first user is transmitted with higher power. When 0    1, the downlink
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signal of the second user is transmitted with higher power. The mapping between a constellation point
and a pair of bits from the two users is mathematically expressed as follows [3]
α

j√2  α

α

α

α

 j√2  α

j√2  α

 j√2  α

, when user 1,2  1,1
, when user 1,2  1,0

, when user 1,2  0,1
, when user 1,2  0,0

2.1
2.2

2.3
2.4

The introduction of the α value is intended to facilitate pairing mobile stations with different
interference cancellation capabilities. More power can be allocated to the sub-channel for the less
capable mobile station to increase its input SINR. Although input SINR for the more capable mobile
station is reduced, its advanced interference cancellation capability can improve the error
performance effectively.
when α=1, the symbol constellation is square and the VAMOS signal is proper [4] because its
pseudo-covariance vanishes; otherwise, the constellation is rectangular and the signal is improper
because its pseudo-covariance does not vanish. This can be seen by the derivation of the pseudocovariance of a VAMOS signal x  x
E"xx#  E"x

x jx

x j as below.

x j#  E$x  x %

2jE"x x #  E$x #  E"x %

2.5

In the last conversion we have assumed that xR and xI are independent and zero-mean. When α=1, xR

and xI are identically distributed so that the pseudo-covariance vanishes; otherwise, the pseudocovariance is a non-zero value and widely linear filters [5, 6] may offer performance gain.
2.1.2 Rotation & LGMSK pulse shaping
Symbol by symbol π/2 phase rotation and LGMSK pulse shaping together contribute to the
compatibility to the conventional GMSK system.
VAMOS is designed to reuse the GSM system. Hence, the symbol rate is 270.833 KHz and the
channel spacing in frequency domain is still 200 KHz, as in GSM standard. To ensure legacy GSM
mobile stations able to be multiplexed in VAMOS mode, the downlink signal on its subchannel
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should resemble a standard GMSK signal. The solution provided in [3] is symbol by symbol π/2
phase rotation followed by LGMSK pulse shaping.
It was proved In [7] that the conventional GSM signal (the cascade of differentially encoding a
binary symbol sequence, followed by GMSK phase modulation) can be exactly represented by
passing a sequence j'( a' (progressive π/2 phase rotation of a binary symbol sequence a' ) through a

pulse shaping filter, in which the pulse consists of a set of impulses C+ t weighed by the past L data
values a'- , … , a'-/

/'(
?@,A
et  ∑<
a' · ∑+6; - exp 3j ∑/· C+ t  kT
=6; j
56 α+,5 7 · ∏56 a '-5- a '-5 
89:

4

2.6

where et is the complex envelope at the pulse shaping filter output. The exact expression of α+,5

and C+ t in [7] is omitted for simplicity.

Figure 2.2 duplicated from [7] reveals the fact that the first impulse E; F contains much more

energy than other impulses EG F, according to the amplitude values in these plots.

Figure 2.2 Impulses of GMSK with time-bandwidth product 0.3 and L=4, duplicated from [7]
Hence, it is obvious that with the same input binary symbol sequence, if one output is produced by
differential encoding followed by standard GMSK phase modulation and another output is produced

by π/2 phase rotation followed by pulse shaping with C; t, the two outputs should look similar (but
not the same because the pulse shaping filter does not use impulses other than C; t). From the plot
of C; t, it is apparent that most signal energy of C; t is limited within 3 symbol periods.
9

2.1.3 The VAMOS burst structure
A diagram below shows the standard GSM burst structure according to 3GPP GSM specification
[23]. VAMOS uses the same burst structure.
156.25 symbols (3.69µsx156.25 = 0.577 ms)
Tail

First half data

Training Seq

Second half data

3 symbols

58 symbols

26 symbols

58 symbols

Tail

Guard

3 symbols 8.25 syms

Figure 2.3 Standard GSM burst structure
In the diagram, we see that the 26 training sequence symbols are in the middle of the burst, and
three known tail symbols exist at both ends, respectively. This structure facilitates backward sequence
detection for the first half data. That is, we detect the “first half data” by backward sequence
detection, with the starting trellis state defined by the first several training symbols and the ending
state constrained by the three tail symbols in the beginning of the burst.

2.2 The receiver front-end structure
Before baseband signal processing, a typical receiver front-end may consist of a homodyne RF
receiver (to down convert the RF signal to baseband), a high-speed sigma-delta modulator plus a
decimation filter (to quantize the analog signal into oversampled I/Q samples), and several digital
channel selection filters (to preserve the in-band signal energy but suppress the out-band signal
energy) [24]. At the input of the baseband signal processing unit are baseband I/Q samples, possibly
oversampled.
Before equalization or probably considered as the initial step of equalization, progressive symbolby-symbol π/2 phase de-rotation is performed to create an equivalent linear complex-valued overall
channel from the equalizer’s perspective. In particular, if one sample is taken per symbol period (no
oversampling), the complex-valued I/Q sample at sample index n is multiplied by H -IJKL/  ; if two
samples are taken per symbol period (2x oversampling), the I/Q sample at sample index n is
multiplied by H -IJKL/N.
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2.3 The frequency-selective multipath fading model adopted by VAMOS
In an urban area where VAMOS is mainly in use, a mobile station is typically near the ground and
surrounded by many nearby scatterers; hence, the downlink channel is a rich-scattering multipath
fading channel. Moreover, since the delay spread of the typical urban fading profile defined in annex
C.3 of [25] is comparable to one symbol period, different frequency components in the transmitted
signal experience different attenuation; hence a frequency-selective fading effect occurs.
Although many waves travel from the transmitter to the receiver at a given time, they can be
grouped into different paths according to their propagation delays. The resulting channel can be
modeled as a transversal filter with tap spacing ∆τ and time-varying tap gains c(t, m∆τ) as expressed
in [26]

rt  ∑ST6; ut  Δτct, mΔτΔτ

2.7

where VF is the received signal, c(t, m∆τ) is the time-varying CIR function, and WF is the

transmitted signal.

VAMOS adopts the same multipath fading profiles used in GSM. As described in 3GPP GSM
specification [25], the radio channel model is wide sense stationary and uncorrelated scattering
(WSSUS) [26], where widely sense stationary refers to the fact that the autocorrelation of the CIR
function in each path depends on time difference instead of t and uncorrelated scattering means that
paths with different delays are uncorrelated.
Various multipath fading profiles applicable to various radio environments are specified in [25].
The typical urban fading profile with 12 taps is given in the table below, in which two equivalent
alternative tap settings are specified. In this table, the classical Doppler power spectrum, dubbed
CLASS, specifies the simulation model of amplitude variation w.r.t. the mobile station moving speed.
Tap Number

Relative time (us)

Average relative power (dB)

Doppler
spectrum

(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

1

0.0

0.0

-4.0

-4.0

CLASS

2

0.1

0.2

-3.0

-3.0

CLASS

3

0.3

0.4

0.0

0.0

CLASS

4

0.5

0.6

-2.6

-2.0

CLASS

11

5

0.8

0.8

-3.0

-3.0

CLASS

6

1.1

1.2

-5.0

-5.0

CLASS

7

1.3

1.4

-7.0

-7.0

CLASS

8

1.7

1.8

-5.0

-5.0

CLASS

9

2.3

2.4

-6.5

-6.0

CLASS

10

3.1

3.0

-8.6

-9

CLASS

11

3.2

3.2

-11.0

-11.0

CLASS

12

5.0

5.0

-10.0

-10.0

CLASS

Table 2.1 Fading profile for typical urban environment (12 tap setting), duplicated from [25]
From the table it can be seen that most of the energy of the delay taps is concentrated within one

symbol period (3.69 µs). Since the LGMSK pulse E; F in the transmitter spans 3 symbol periods

approximately, the equivalent overall channel spans four symbol periods.

2.4 The VAMOS interference test scenarios
Besides multipath fading profiles, specification of the interference test scenarios is also necessary to
complete the problem formulation. In annex L of the 3GPP GSM specification [25], several
interference test scenarios were specified for Downlink Advanced Receiver Performance (DARP)
capable mobile stations. DARP is the 3GPP equivalent name of SAIC, and it is the predecessor of
VAMOS. In that 3GPP specification, interferers in all test scenarios are GMSK-modulated signals.
The main differences among various test scenarios are the number of interferers, their relative power
levels, whether interferers are burst-wise synchronized with the desired user’s signal, and whether
AWGN is included. In 3GPP VAMOS technical report [3], these interference test scenarios were
reused but each scenario can have either GMSK or VAMOS interferers. We summarize different
VAMOS test scenarios into a table, by consolidating various tables in section 5.2 of [3]. MTS in this
table is the abbreviation of Multi-User Reusing One Slot (MUROS) test scenarios. MUROS and
VAMOS are interchangeable in most 3GPP publications.

Reference Test

Interfering

Interferer Relative

Training

Interferer

Scenario

Signal

Power Level

Sequence Code

Delay

MTS-1

Co-channel 1

0 dB

None

No delay

MTS-2

Co-channel 1

0 dB

None

No delay

12

MTS-3

Co-channel 2

-10 dB

None

No delay

Adjacent 1

3 dB

None

No delay

AWGN

-17 dB

-

-

Co-channel 1

0 dB

None

74 symbols

Co-channel 1

0 dB

None

74 symbols

Co-channel 2

-10 dB

None

No delay

Adjacent 1

3 dB

None

No delay

AWGN

-17 dB

-

-

MTS-4

Table 2.2 VAMOS interference test scenarios
The equalizer proposed in this work considers both interference and noise. To reduce the number of
test scenarios in performance evaluation, a noise-limited scenario and an interference-limited scenario
are tested in the simulation. In the noise-limited scenario, the disturbance is only AWGN noise; while
in the interference-limited scenario, the disturbance consists of a VAMOS interfering signal with
various α values and a -15 dB (w.r.t. the power of the desired signal) AWGN noise. This
interference-limited test scenario is close to the practical situation because in a frequency-hopping
network a mobile station may experience only one dominant interferer from an adjacent base station
at a time as well as much weaker interferers from non-adjacent base stations plus receiver internal
noise.
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Chapter 3
Current interference cancellation solutions
Interference cancellation (or suppression, rejection, etc.) in radio transmission has been an active
research area in the past 50 years. Numerous solutions based on linear filters, non-linear detectors and
combinations of filtering and detection algorithms were proposed. For practical mobile station
equalizers, besides the general BER performance criterion, one or several following requirements are
required. The solution has to be computation efficient; it is insensitive to inaccurate channel
estimation; and, it is expected to adaptively reject various types of interfering signals.
In this chapter, the survey of existing interference cancellation literature includes three sections,
corresponding to the three categories of interference cancellation solutions described in the
introduction chapter. Some insightful comparisons are provided to elaborate the differences and
similarities among some solutions.

3.1 Equalizers consisting of (widely) linear filtering and single user MLSE
The first category of interference cancellation equalizers uses a linear or widely linear filter to
suppress CCI in the received signal first, followed by a single-user non-linear sequence detector such
as MLSE to detect the desired user’s symbol sequence. Most of the differences among these solutions
lie in the filter design while a conventional MLSE [14] or its reduced-complexity counterpart such as
reduced state sequence estimator (RSSE) [15] is used in the sequence detection stage.
Most filters in these solutions are based on some classical filtering techniques. Their commonality
is briefed as follows. Firstly, the standard multiple-input spatial filter structure can be used in a
single-antenna mobile station by building an augmented received sample vector. In particular, the
oversampled received signals during one symbol period can be considered from different channels
[27]; received signals and their complex conjugate version can be considered as independent signals
to be processed by a widely linear filter [5]; the received sample vector can be further augmented by
stacking samples belonging to adjacent symbol periods, an approach named space-time data model
[8]. In the text below, we refer to these concepts as multiple-virtual-antenna or multiple-virtualchannel solutions. Secondly, with an augmented received sample vector as input and using the spatial
filter structure, application of the classical filtering algorithms such as MMSE [28], maximum SINR
[29], or minimum output energy [30] filters becomes relatively straightforward. Thirdly, some
solutions used rank-reduction technique. In particular, the M-input N-output channel matrix is
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approximated by a rank-r matrix with r<min(M,N). As a result, the MIMO interference cancellation
filter matrix has the same rank r, either in a N-input N-output MIMO form or without losing
information in an N-input r-output form. Finally, between the interference cancellation filter and
MLSE, some solutions include a trellis-state-reduction and/or noise whitening MLSE prefilter based
on classical channel shortening filter [31] or minimum-phase noise-whitening filter [32].
Several solutions related to our work are described in the following subsections.
3.1.1 Full-rank and reduced-rank space-time equalization
[33] described the full-rank and reduced-rank channel matrix based equalization in the spatially
correlated disturbance situation. The noise whitening filter plus MLSE equalizer in that publication is
optimum in the sense that the BER performance is the best among all equalizers. This is due to the
fact that the noise whitening filter is an invertible operation and MLSE is the optimum approach in
dealing with signals disturbed by ISI and AWGN, which is the situation at the noise whitening filter
output.
Define q-1 as the unit delay operator and assume the receiver antenna array has multiple sensors and
the overall CIR b(q-1) has L temporal taps, the received sample vector is
xt  Xq- dt

[t  b;

]

b/- q-/( dt

[t

3.1

where d(t) is the transmitted symbol, and n(t) is the disturbance consisting of interference plus
noise.

The author ignored temporal correlation in the disturbance and approximated it as spatially

correlated only with spatial covariance matrix ^ SS  E"[t[_ t#. Without losing information, x(t)
is filtered with a noise-whitening filter ^ SS

- /

and the overall CIR becomes X` q-   ^1/2
nn Xq . In

this case, one optimum solution can be the cascade of a conventional multi-channel matched filter and
Ungerboeck-type MLSE [34], as used by the author. The multi-channel matched filter can be
expressed as

aq  X_ q^-SS  X`_ q^ SS

- /

3.2

When the channel b is known to be low rank, reduced-rank multi-channel matched filter is

expected to offer better performance, because it is less sensitive to inaccurate channel estimation than
the full-rank filter.
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X` q-  is a length-M vector (assuming M antenna sensors) and its entries are L-order polynomials

representing the temporal delay spread seen by each antenna sensor. Convert it into M-by-L matrix
form, we have b`  "X`; X` … X`/- #. It can be decomposed into b`  cd _ , where c  "e e … e= #,

d  "f f … f= # and K=min(M,L). Here we arrange the vectors in V according to the order gf g h

gf g h ] h gf= g. Then, we know that if b` is rank Kr<K, only the first Kr vectors in V is non-zero
and b` can be perfectly reconstructed by "e e … e=i #"f f … f=i #_ .

Using the decomposition results above and the equivalence between vector expression vk and

polynomial expression vk(q-1)=vk,0+vk,1q-1+…+vk,L-1 qL-1, the reduced-rank X` q-  is
Xjq-   ∑'6i e' f' q- 
=

The corresponding multi-channel matched filter is
aq  X`_ q^ SS

- /

 ∑'6i v'_ qe_
' ^ SS
=

3.3
3.4

- /

The overall reduced-rank multi-channel filter operation, including the noise-whitening filter ^ SS ,
- /

can be expressed as

_
i
n_
zt  aqmt  ∑'6i v'_ q e_
' ^ SS mt  ∑'6 v' q e
' mt
=

- /

=

n '6 ^ SS e' can be considered as the k-th spatial beamformer.
where e
- /

3.5

3.1.2 Rank-1 space-time equalization with space-time data model
This subsection describes another solution in [8]. It is directly related to single-antenna mobile
stations because it has introduced a space-time data model to augment the received sample vector,
making interference cancellation filter more effective. A two-stage interference cancellation equalizer
was proposed. The first stage is a MISO space-time filter designed to maximize SINR for the desired
user. The second stage is a conventional scalar-input MLSE.
The received sample vector in [8] can be expressed as
m'  ∑qp6; op s'-p

∑sp6; rp z'-p

['  tu'

vw'

['

3.6

where hj is the j-th spatial signature of the desired user’s CIR channel matrix H, cj is the j-th spatial

signature of the interferer’s CIR channel matrix C, and nk is AWGN. By stacking L+1 temporally
adjacent received sample vectors, we create a space-time data model
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m'  tu'

vw'

['

3.7

where u'  "s' , … , s'-q-/ #x , w'  "z' , … , z'-s-/ #x , ['  "[x' , … , [x'-/ #x, and t and v are block

Toeplitz matrices built based on H and C, respectively.

Two filter optimization algorithms were given to jointly optimize the filter coefficient vector of the
MISO filter w and the post-filter overall CIR h. One is based on the least square sense by using the
data matrix directly. The other is based on second-order statistics sense. Both methods give the same
result so that we describe the one based on second-order statistics sense.
The objective is to maximize the following filter output SINR function.
maxy,z



{|o} u~ |

3.8



{|a } m~ -o} u~ |

Since there is no loss to constrain h with unit norm, the equivalent approach is to minimize the
denominator

E|a x m'  ox u' |

K

3.9

This optimization is a standard MMSE problem. By substituting a  σ ^-m t o (where

σ  E"s' s'K #) into |a x m'  ox u' | , we then find hopt as the eigenvector corresponding to the
x

K

smallest eigenvalue of   σ t ^-m t .

3.1.3 Spatio-temporal interference rejection combining filter
Previous solutions deem the disturbance as unstructured spatially and/or temporally correlated
Gaussian noise. In [21], disturbance n(t) is modeled as a K-th order vector-valued autoregressive
(VAR) Gaussian process specified by the AR coefficient matrix A=[A1 … AK ] and driven by a

spatially correlated Gaussian noise e(t) with autocorrelation matrix E"t_ s#  δ, , expressed
as below

[t  ∑=
'6  ' [t  k

t

3.10

This model facilitates the design of the noise whitening filter, which is the prefilter for MLSE in

the spatially and temporally correlated noise scenario [11, 33]. We know the fact that although in
reality the interference is generally a moving average (MA) process due to the overall CIR of the
interferer, a high-order VAR process is able to approximate a MA process reasonably. For the design
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of the noise whitening filter, if the disturbance can be modeled as a VAR process, the filter to whiten
a K-th order VAR process specified by A and Q above is an K-th order FIR filter with the filter
coefficient matrix Q1/2[I -A].
Two issues constrain the FIR filter order K to be a small value and thereby make the solution
suboptimum. Firstly, filtering the received samples with a K-order FIR filter increases the overall CIR
length by K-1; hence, the MLSE computation complexity increases with a large K. Secondly, in
practice such as GSM or VAMOS, A and Q have to be estimated based on 26 training symbols. A
larger K value makes the estimates of A and Q very inaccurate. However, we know that a small K
value causes the VAR model to be considerably different from the actual interference. Simulation in a
more recent publication [11] found that spatio-temporal block decorrelation (STBD) noise whitening
filter yielded better BER performance than this VAR model based noise whitening filter. In that
simulation, K was selected as 2 (the author in [11] denoted it as M=1 equivalently).
3.1.4 Full-rank space-time equalization by decorrelation of correlated disturbance
[11] proposed a spatio-temporal block decorrelation (STBD) equalizer. This recent publication is also
suitable for single-antenna equalization.
Consider the following transmission model
"n

n; #  ∑/'6; r"k#s"n  k#

f"n#

3.11

where c[k] is the length-nr k-th spatial signature of the length-L CIR matrix, s[n] is the transmitted
symbol, v[n] is the noise vector, and r[n] is the received sample vector possibly consisting of outputs

from multiple receive antennas, separated I and Q components of a complex-valued sample, and
oversampling.
With essentially the same space-time data model as [8], by vertically stacking (M+1) temporally
adjacent received sample vectors, a spatio-temporally stacked signal model can be expressed as
 "n

n; #  vec$"n#, "n  1#, … , "n  M#%
 ru/( "n#

f "n#

where vec(.) denotes vectorization or stacking of columns of a matrix, and
u/( "n#  s"n#, s"n  1#, … , s"n  L

M#x

f "n#  vecf"n#, f"n  1#, … , f"n  M#
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3.12

r  r"0#, r"1#, … , r"L#

and r denotes a block Toeplitz matrix of size (M +1)nr-by-(L + M + 1) with [c, 0] as the first nr

rows.

The filter stage consists of three cascaded filters, a N-by-N noise whitening filter (where N is the
number of augmented samples by stacking spatially and temporarily adjacent samples), a N-by-1
multi-channel matched filter, and a minimum-phase noise whitening filter. Apparently if we combine
the N-by-N noise whitening filter and the N-by-1 multi-channel matched filter together, the combined
filter is essentially the same filter as the full-rank space-time equalizer in [33], except that the noisewhitening operation is on the spatio-temporal augmented received sample vector in [11] but on the
spatially received sample vector in [33].
Finding the N-by-N noise whitening filter coefficients matrix W is equivalent to solving the

equation WHW=- , where   E"v "n#v "n#_ # is the noise covariance matrix. Accurate

estimation of the noise covariance matrix  is nontrivial. Inaccurate estimation may reduce the
equalizer performance significantly. [11] implemented two methods to obtain more accurate estimates

of the channel, the noise covariance matrix, and the time synchronization position. One method is an
iterative approach and the other one finds the channel, the noise covariance matrix, and the time
synchronization position directly. We omit details for these two methods as channel estimation is not
investigated in this work.
Simulation results in [11] demonstrated that the proposed solution had 0.5-2 dB better BER
performance than the VAR-based equalizer [21] and the conventional MLSE equalizer. In the
simulation setup, both the desired user and the interferer were GMSK signals. The original channel
had four virtual channels by separating the real and imaginary parts and 2x oversampling. Two
temporally adjacent sample vectors were stacked hence the final augmented channel matrix contained
8 virtual channels. The VAR-based equalizer had four virtual channels and order-2 VAR model in
order to obtain fair comparison. Among the two channel estimated methods in this solution, the
computation more intensive iterative parameter estimation method offered about 0.5-1 dB gain w.r.t.
the direct channel estimation method.
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3.1.5 Widely linear rank-1 space-time equalization
In [11] from the previous subsection, one way to create multiple virtual channels is by separating I
and Q components of the received complex-valued samples. This real-valued approach is equivalent
to widely linear processing (WLP) in [6], in which an invertible unitary transformation matrix can
convert a vector in the form of real and imaginary parts into a widely linear form consisting of the
vector and its complex conjugate. One straightforward application of WLP in interference
cancellation equalization can be found in [13]. The transmission model can be expressed as
S  ∑/'6; o' dS-'

∑/'6; r' eS-'

[S

3.13

where hk is the k-th tap of the CIR h for the desired signal, ck is the k-th tap of the CIR c for the

interferer, dn and en are the user’s and the interferer’s symbols at the symbol interval n, respectively,
and nsn denotes the AWGN noise. In that publication, all quantities in the equation are complexvalued scalars as the mobile station has one antenna and symbol spaced sampling is used.
The widely linear and space-time data model creates a 4-by-(Q+1) augmented received sample
matrix R and a 4-by-(L+1) channel matrix H expressed as below
' '(
 K  K
'
'(
R  
 '- '
K
'K
 '-

… '(
K
… '(
… '(K
… '(-






o … o/ 
 K;

o; … oK/ 


H
  o; … o/ 
  oK; … oK/ 

3.14

The resulting augmented transmission model can be expressed in a compact matrix form as
R=HD+CE+N, where D is the matrix form of the desired symbols contributing to R, C is the
interference channel matrix with the similar structure as H, E is the matrix form of the interfering
symbols contributing to R, and N is the matrix form of the additive noise.
The author assumed synchronized network and known training sequence for the interferer. Hence,
both H and C can be estimated first. Then, the optimization is to find the filter coefficient vector
maximizing the signal-to-dominant-interference ratio as below
maxy



|a } t|



|a } v |

or maxy

The solution of w is a generalized eigenvalue solution
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a ¢ tK t} a
a ¢ v K v } a

3.15

a  eigλT¦§ "invv K v x tK tx #

And, the overall channel becomes

x
X  a
tx

3.16
3.17

Since the noise at the output of the widely linear space-time filter is correlated, a minimum-phase

noise whitening filter based on [32] precedes MLSE. Besides whitening the noise, this filter also
converts the overall CIR into a minimum phase form, in which the energy is concentrated into the
first few taps.
Simulation was performed to verify the single-antenna mobile station performance under TU50
channel profile. Unsurprisingly, this solution was effective when one single interferer existed and
Eb/No was above 100 dB. However, when Eb/No was reduced to 10 dB, the solution performed worse
than conventional MAP receiver if C/I was above 5 dB. This is because that the solution only
considered the main interferer. Hence, a switch-off algorithm (such as monitoring the C/I) suggested
by the author is required to disable the filter when it is undesired. Actually, a more reliable approach
without the switch-off algorithm would be maximizing filter output SINR instead of only rejecting
the dominant interferer.

3.2 Equalizers consisting of complexity-reduction prefilter and JMLSE
The second category of interference cancellation equalizers is multiuser detection or joint detection.
One of the most effective algorithms in this category is JMLSE. The standard form of JMLSE is
known to be computation intensive, because the number of trellis states (based on all jointly detected
users) is exponentially greater than that of a single-user MLSE. Recent years’ research has been
focusing on the complexity-reduction MIMO prefilter for JMLSE, such as [18, 35] and fast
calculation of these filter coefficients [19]. Other design challenges preventing application of JMLSE
include accurate channel estimation and correct symbol constellation detection. Specifically, branch
metric calculation in JMLSE is sensitive to channel estimation error, especially when the number of
trellis states is large; and, sequence detection fails if any of the jointly detected users’ symbol
constellations is detected incorrectly. Due to reasons above, most practical mobile stations today do
not apply multiuser detection at all, or limit the jointly detected users to the desired user plus the
strongest interferer only in a synchronized network (in which case interfering base stations are
synchronized with the serving base station so that the location of the training sequence of the
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interferer is known, which improve the performance of channel estimation and blind symbol
constellation detection for the interferer).
In the subsection below, we describe one JMLSE solution adopted in the GSM system. We ignore
discussion of the complexity-reduction MIMO prefilters as they are not related to this work.
3.2.1 An interference cancellation JMLSE in GSM
Application of the classical vector Viterbi algorithm or JMLSE [16] in GSM was probably first
described by [17] and extensive simulation was performed to demonstrate superior BER performance.
Since the solution is a relative straightforward application of the classical JMLSE, we only brief the
simulation results of some typical GSM test scenarios in that publication.
In the simulation setup, 3 binary sequences, the desired user’s signal and two interfering signals,
were transmitted over a length-5 TU3 channel (typical urban 3km/h). The receiver used symbolspaced sampling. To limit the complexity, the desired user and one interferer were jointly detected so
that the number of trellis states was 256 (22*4), while the other interferer was not treated specially.
The channels for the two jointly detected users were estimated by a conventional least-square method
based on the training sequences of the two users, respectively.
For simulation results, under the 3-user but AWGN-free scenario, huge performance gain of about
20 dB by two-user JMLSE was shown, comparing with the conventional MLSE. However, when the
power level of the second interferer is strong, such as I1/I2=-5 dB (denoting interference 1 is 5 dB
weaker than interferer 2), JMLSE performance approaches the conventional AWGN, according to
figure 5 in [16].

3.3 Equalizers consisting of (widely) linear filtering and JMLSE
In concept it is straightforward to extend the first category of interference cancellation equalizers,
which consists of an interference cancellation filter and single-user MLSE, into this category of filter
plus JMLSE solutions. Besides using JMLSE to jointly detect multiple users, design in the filter stage
lies in the categorization of wanted signals vs. disturbance. Typically the desired user and a few
interferers can be deemed as wanted signals, and the rest interferers and background noise are
considered as disturbance. In the selection of those interferers belonging to wanted signals, they may
satisfy several criteria such as strong signal strength, burst-wise synchronized with the desired user,
having low-order modulation (GMSK instead of 8PSK). Once wanted signals and disturbance are
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divided, the optimization algorithms of the MMSE, maximum SINR, or noise whitening filters in the
first category of equalizers can be modified straightforwardly to suppress disturbance but pass wanted
signals to JMLSE.
In the following subsection, we present one recent solution proposed for VAMOS mobile station
equalization.
3.3.1 Single Antenna MIMO (SAM) receiver for VAMOS
The idea we discussed above has been utilized in [20] to propose a VAMOS mobile station equalizer
dubbed single antenna MIMO (SAM) receiver. In that proposal, the two paired VAMOS users belong
to wanted signals. This is a practical approach because the paired VAMOS user meets our selection
criteria of wanted signals for JMLSE. In particular, it is relatively strong, exactly synchronized with
the desired user, propagates through the same radio channel, and binary modulated. In that proposal,
the overall channel is deemed as a 2-input (denoting the two paired VAMOS users transmitting binary
symbol sequences) and 2-output (denoting the real and imaginary parts of the received temporal
samples from the single mobile station antenna) real-valued channel matrix; and, the interference plus
noise is modeled as a vector valued auto-regressive (VAR) process based on [21]. Hence, the
equalizer is a straightforward extension of the spatio-temporal interference rejection algorithm in
[21], which we have discussed in subsection 3.1.3. To be specific, in the first stage, with a VAR
model to approximate interference plus noise, a finite impulse response (FIR) filter with the same
order is able to whiten the spatially and temporally correlated interference plus noise. In the second
stage, a conventional two-user JMLSE detects the two VAMOS binary symbol sequences jointly.
Other than information above, detailed design was not discussed in [20], because the authors
indicated that the intention was to provide a proof of concept. Extensive simulation in that report
confirmed that this proposed JMLSE equalizer obtained better frame error rate (FER) performance
than the comparing legacy SAIC single-MLSE equalizer. Both equalizers used the same VARmodeling based noise whitening filter.
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Chapter 4
The proposed VAMOS equalizer
As having mentioned in the introduction chapter, this work proposes a two-stage equalizer for singleantenna mobile stations operating in VAMOS mode. It consists of a reduced-rank widely linear
MIMO MMSE filter and a JMLSE. Some trivial modification to the conventional JMLSE is
proposed, but novelty mainly lies in various techniques in the filter design, as explained below.
Widely linear processing is a suitable technique to improve filter output SINR in VAMOS
operating mode, because the transmitted VAMOS signal may be improper due to α-QPSK modulation
or the interfering signals may be improper due to some modulation types.
The filter structure takes a MIMO form, corresponding to multiple-virtual-channel CIR approach
introduced in section 3.1. The multiple-virtual-channel CIR matrix has N rows and M columns, where
N denotes the number of augmented samples at the channel output during each symbol period and M
denotes the temporal length of CIR.
Reduced-rank processing is an effective method to achieve computation efficiency and robustness
against disturbance and model mismatch, usually via singular value decomposition (SVD) [36]. This
technique is desired for VAMOS equalizer design where computation reduction is desired and strong
CCI degrades channel estimation. In the proposed equalizer, we assume a low rank model of the
augmented channel matrix with rank r <min(N, M). As a result, the MIMO filter has N inputs (due to
N augmented samples per symbol period) and r outputs (due to r principal components in the rank-r
channel matrix assumption [6] ).
A constrained MMSE algorithm instead of a noise whitening algorithm is used to improve filter
performance because in most practical situations estimates of second order statistics used to calculate
filter coefficients are inaccurate. As the post-filter TIR and filter coefficients are jointly optimized in
the MMSE algorithm, constraints are required to avoid trivial solutions (such as zero-valued TIR and
filter coefficients which yield zero MSE but completely suppress the wanted signals). The
orthonormality constraint (ONC) in [37] is found in this chapter to be optimum in the sense that it
enables the overall equalizer equivalent to the noise whitening filter based MLSE [33]. It is known in
[22] that noise whitening filter transforms a system disturbed by the correlated Gaussian noise into
one disturbed by white Gaussian noise without loss of information, and MLSE is the optimum
solution in the white Gaussian noise situation. Note that to achieve full equivalence to the optimum
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noise whitening filter based MLSE, a TIR correction and noise balance unit needs to be placed
between the MMSE filter and JMLSE, as we will describe momentarily.
This chapter contains two sections. The first section gives detailed description of the equalizer
design, and the second section proves the equivalence between the proposed equalizer and the
optimum noise whitening filter based MLSE.

4.1 Detailed description of the proposed VAMOS equalizer
The VAMOS transmission model diagram from chapter 2 is repeated here with some modification.
Unlike in chapter 2 where we intends to differentiate various parts in the transmitter and the receiver,
in this chapter the channel matrix H covers rotation and LGMSK pulse shaping at the transmitter and
the channel selection filter and derotation at the receiver, in order to obtain an overall discrete-time
CIR from the equalizer’s perspective.
Fading Channel

Transmitter

User 1
α-QPSK

a

Channel

Receiver

u

y

Channel

z

MMSE Filter

H

Mapping

User 2

WL MIMO

q

JMLSE

^
a

Detector

e

G

AWGN n

Interference b

Figure 4.1 The discrete-time baseband transmission model
With 2x oversampling, the received sample vector at interval k can be expressed as
¨k  ∑/56; ola k  l

∑«6;
∑/p6; ª « jb«  k  j

[k  t¬/ k

k

4.1

Here, L is the overall CIR length, H is the 2-by-L channel matrix, aL(k) is the transmitted symbol

vector consisting of the current and previous L-1 transmitted symbols (each of these symbols is a
complex value whose real and imaginary parts are from the two paired VAMOS users respectively),
e(k) is the 2-by-1 disturbance vector contributed by interference and noise.
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4.1.1 The derivation of the real-valued form of the widely linear MIMO MMSE filter
Assuming 2x oversampling and N is a multiple of 2 (which is not necessary but simplify the
notation), by stacking (N/2) temporally adjacent received sample vectors y(k), …, y(k-N/2+1), the
MIMO filtering operation can be expressed as

wk  +_ ¨+ k  +_ t¬/(+/

-

where z(k) is the length-r filter output vector at interval k,
the N-by-r filter coefficient matrix is defined as

f ,

f
+   ,

f+,

the N-by-(L+N/2-1) channel matrix is defined as
t±

h0

…
hL  1
h0
…
…

k

+_ + k

… f ,¯

… f ,¯ 
°

… f+,¯ 
0
…
0
hL  1 0
…
²
…
…
0
h0
… hL  1

the length-N augmented received sample vector is defined as

yk
yk  1
¨+ k  ±
²
°
yk  N/2 1

the length-(L+N/2-1) transmitted symbol vector is defined as
¬/(+/

-

ak
ak  1
k  ±
°
ak  L  N/2

the length-N augmented disturbance vector is

ek
ek  1
+ k  ±
²
°
ek  N/2 1
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²

2

4.2

From now on we define M L N/2-1 to simplify notation. Hence, the augmented channel

matrix H is N-by-M.

At interval k, since the augmented received sample vector yN(k) and the transmitted symbol vector

aL+N/2-1(k) may be jointly improper, we can apply WLP to filter the augmented yN(k) and its conjugate
version
_
w·/ k  ·/
¸

¨+ k
¬ k
_
t·/ ¸  K ¹
¹  ·/
K
¨+ k
¬ k

_
·/
¸

+ k
¹
+ kK

4.3

where we have replaced aL+N/2-1(k) with aM(k) to simplify the expression.

_
Now at the filter output, the overall channel matrix becomes ·/
t·/. If a conventional vector-

1, aK k 

input Forney-type JMLSE is used to detect the transmitted symbol sequences of the two paired
VAMOS users, the trellis states should be expressed as s'  ºak  1, … , ak  M

1, … , aK k  M

1 ». Due to the equivalence between the widely linear complex-valued filter and

the linear real-valued filter [6] and also the equivalent trellis state expression between s' 

ºak  1, … , ak  M

1#, … , Re"ak  M
form

where

1, aK k  1, … , aK k  M

1#, Im"ak  M

1 » and s',¯¼¦5  ºRe"ak  1#, Im"ak 

1# », we convert the widely linear filter into a real-valued

_
_
w¯¼¦5 k  ¯¼¦5
¨+,¯¼¦5 k  ¯¼¦5
· t¯¼¦5 · ¬,¯¼¦5 k

_
¯¼¦5
· +,¯¼¦5 k

4.4

Re¿tÀ Im¿tÀ
t¯¼¦5  ¾
Á
Im¿tÀ Re¿tÀ
¨+,¯¼¦5 k  ¸

¬,¯¼¦5 k  ¸
+,¯¼¦5 k  ¸

Reº¨+ k»
¹
Imº¨+ k»

Reº¬ k»
¹
Imº¬ k»
Reº+ k»
¹
Imº+ k»

After the MIMO filter structure is defined, the optimization algorithm calculating the coefficient
matrix Freal needs to be decided. In general, there are three types of optimization algorithms,
maximum SINR, noise whitening, and MMSE, respectively. The first two algorithms require known
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or estimated autocovariance matrix of the disturbance. Maximum SINR algorithm attempts to
maximize the energy of the wanted signals w.r.t. the energy of the disturbance; noise whitening filter
attempts to whiten the disturbance. As we have discussed, in general it is difficult to estimate second
order statistics of the disturbance because training sequence of it is unknown. Therefore, MMSE is a
more robust approach in this case. Computation of MMSE filter coefficient matrix is based on CIR of
the wanted signals and the autocovariance matrix of the received signals (whose samples are directly
available). Most of recent years’ MMSE algorithms jointly optimize the filter coefficient matrix and
the post-filter TIR to minimize the filter output MSE. Constraining the TIR matrix avoids trivial
solutions such as both filter coefficient matrix and the post-filter TIR are zero. The MMSE filter in
our work is based on the feed forward filter part of the MMSE-DFE in [37]. Application of this filter
in widely linear processing was shown in [38], where the authors suggested a widely linear MMSEDFE equalizer with the identity tap constraint (ITC) (which constrains the first matrix tap of TIR to
be an identity matrix, as defined in [37]). In our proposed widely linear MMSE filter, the
orthonormality constraint (ONC) defined in [37] is selected, which constrain the Hermitian transpose
of the TIR matrix to consist of r orthonormal columns (or equivalently the TIR matrix to consist of r
orthonormal rows). With this ONC-based MMSE algorithm, the residue disturbance components
among the r different filter outputs are uncorrelated but have unequal powers. Therefore, a simple
noise balance unit follows the ONC-based MMSE filter to ensure equal power and uncorrelation of
the residue disturbance among different filter outputs. In the next section, we will prove that the
cascade of the ONC-constraint MMSE filter, noise balance filter, and JMLSE offers optimum
equalization in the sense that it enables the overall equalizer equivalent to the optimum noise
whitening filter based MLSE [33].
Now we derive the ONC-based MMSE algorithm in the real-valued filter structure. The filter
coefficient matrix Freal has been defined above. If we denote the TIR channel matrix as BH, the filter
output MSE is

trace^ ¼¼   traceE"kk_ #

_

_
_
 trace ÂE ¸3¯¼¦5
¨+,¯¼¦5 k  b_ ¬,¯¼¦5 k7 3¯¼¦5
¨+,¯¼¦5 k  b_ ¬,¯¼¦5 k7 ¹Ã

4.5

[37] assumed that the non-linear detector is the feedback filter of the MIMO MMSE DFE; hence,
the number of outputs of the feedforward filter is equal to the number of jointly detected users. In our
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_
case, the number of output r of ¯¼¦5
can be any value because the following detector is a vector-input

Forney-type JMLSE.

Due to the Orthogonality Principle which states that E Ä+,¯¼¦5 k¨ _ +,¯¼¦5 kÅ   [37] (note that

_
we have replaced Ek and y*k+Nf-1:k in [37] with our notations), we have the relation that ¯¼¦5
^ ÆÆ 

_
b_ ^ ¦Æ, or equivalently ¯¼¦5
 b_ ^ ¦Æ ^-ÆÆ and ¯¼¦5  ^-ÆÆ ^ Æ¦ b. Hence, joint optimization of Freal

and B can be derived by substituting Freal with ^-ÆÆ ^Æ¦ b into the MMSE cost function as below [37]
trace^ ¼¼   traceE"kk_ #

_

_
_
 trace ÂE ¸3¯¼¦5
¨+,¯¼¦5 k  b_ ¬,¯¼¦5 k7 3¯¼¦5
¨+,¯¼¦5 k  b_ ¬,¯¼¦5 k7 ¹Ã

 traceb_ ^ ¦¦  ^ ¦Æ ^-ÆÆ ^ Æ¦ b

4.6

Under the ONC constraint that B has orthonormal columns or equivalently BH has orthonormal

rows, [37] found that the optimum B, denoted by b , consists of r eigenvectors corresponding to the
r smallest eigenvalues of ^ ¦¦  ^ ¦Æ ^-ÆÆ ^ Æ¦ (we have used r, instead ni denoting the number of

jointly detected users in [37], to emphasize that the number of MMSE filter outputs in our solution is
scalable instead of having to be equal to the number of users).

After finding b , it is straightforward to calculate the optimum MMSE filter coefficients matrix

  ^-ÆÆ ^ Æ¦ b . With b consisting of r eigenvectors of ^ ¦¦  ^ ¦Æ ^-ÆÆ ^ Æ¦ , the filter output

noise autocovariance matrix Ree,min is obviously diagonal, with each diagonal entry representing the

power of the residue disturbance at each filter output tap, respectively.
4.1.2 The TIR correction and noise balance unit
In order to optimize the equalizer, two adjustments, TIR correction and noise balance, need to be
provided between the MMSE filter and the JMLSE.
Regarding TIR correction, it is known that in general the MMSE filter output is biased and
removing the bias improves the BER performance [39]. In our case, the actual post-filter CIR
_
_
_
b¦Çs¦5
 
t¯¼¦5 is not equal to the TIR matrix b
obtained in the MMSE filter optimization. In

_
_
_
section 4.2, we will find that b¦Çs¦5
 
t¯¼¦5    ^ ¼¼,T«S b
. Since b consists of r

eigenvectors of ^ ¦¦  ^ ¦Æ ^-ÆÆ ^ Æ¦ and b¦Çs¦5 consists of scaled column vectors of b , the
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_
resulting unbiased noise autocovariance matrix ^ ¼¼,¦Çs¦5  b¦Çs¦5
^ ¦¦  ^ ¦Æ ^-ÆÆ ^ Æ¦ b¦Çs¦5 is

still a diagonal matrix, with each diagonal entry representing the power of the residue disturbance at
each filter output tap, respectively.

JMLSE expects spatially white noise at its input. We have shown that ^ ¼¼,¦Çs¦5 is a diagonal

matrix, revealing that the unbiased residue disturbance among r filter outputs is uncorrelated. Hence,
whitening the residue disturbance, or finding ^ ¼¼,¦Çs¦5 , is a computation trivial task. Since in the
-È/É

simulation r=2 is chosen, we simply keep the first filter output intact and scale the second filter output

by Ê^ ¼¼,¦Çs¦5 1,1/^ ¼¼,¦Çs¦5 2,2.

_
_
Note that the actual “post noise balance unit” CIR is bq¼¯¦55
 ^ ¼¼,¦Çs¦5 
t¯¼¦5. This is the
-È/É

overall CIR for the following JMLSE.
4.1.3 The two-user JMLSE

In the proposed solution, we use a standard JMLSE with trivial modification. Some adjustments are
described as below, in order to use the existing joint MLSE equalizer directly.
For a standard JMLSE, we know that for CIRs spanning M symbol periods, the trellis state at
interval k is defined as

s',¯¼¦5  ºRe"ak  1#, Im"ak  1#, … , Re"ak  M

1#, Im"ak  M

1# »

In the previous augmented space-time data model, the transmitted symbol sequence was
¬,¯¼¦5 k  ¸

Reº¬ k»
¹
Imº¬ k»

4.7
4.8

_
Hence, the post-filter TIR matrix bq¼¯¦55
corresponds to the sequence of {Re{a(k)}, …, Re{a(k-

M+1)}, Im{a(k)}, …, Im{a(k-M+1)}}, instead of the trellis state defined above. This is trivial and we

_
just need to reorder entries in bq¼¯¦55
after the filter stage; or more efficiently as done in our actual

implementation, we re-arrange the augmented real-valued received sample vector yN,real(k) and the
augmented channel matrix Hreal correspondingly in the MMSE filtering stage. The only reason we
expressed yN,real(k) in the form of [Re{yN(k)}T Im{yN(k)}T]T previously was to have a compact
expression and also follow the customary expression in most WLP publications.
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4.2 Theoretical analysis of the equalizer
In this section we prove a proposition that the proposed equalizer is equivalent to the optimum noise
whitening filter based MLSE. The proposition is applicable to full rank and reduced rank channel
models. In the proof we will find that the number of outputs of the MMSE filter is equal to the rank of
the channel matrix. The proposition applies to widely linear and linear filter, and single-user MLSE
and joint MLSE.
Proposition: The cascade of the N-input r-output ONC-based MMSE filter, the TIR correction and
noise balance unit, and MLSE is equivalent to the N-input noise whitening filter based MLSE with
the rank r channel matrix.
Proof: Let us study the standard noise whitening filter based MLSE equalizer first. We define the

rank r channel matrix after noise whitening filter ^ SS

- /

as t+·  ^ SS t, which is a N-by-M
- /

matrix with rank rmin(N, M). Perform SVD to factorize t+· as t+·  c¯ ¯ d¯_, where Ur is a N-

by-r unitary matrix, Vr is a M-by-r unitary matrix, and Dr is a r-by-r diagonal matrix. This is a
compact form of SVD by considering the fact that the diagonal matrix D in the standard form of SVD
length-N received sample vector as yN(k) and the length-N noise-whitened vector as w+ k 

contains only r positive singular values along its diagonal. At symbol interval k, if we denote the
^ SS ¨+ k, the k-th Euclidean-distance branch metric of the standard MLSE is as below, where
- /

aM(k) denotes the length-M transmitted symbol vector consisting of the current and the previous M-1
transmitted symbols.

Lº¬ k»  gw+ k  t+· ¬ kg

_ k
_
 w+
 ¬_
 kt+· w+ k  t+· ¬ k

_ kw k
_ kt
_
_
 w+
 w+
+
+· ¬ k  ¬ kt+· w+ k

_ kw k
_ kt
_
_
 w+
 w+
+
+· ¬ k  ¬ kt+· w+ k

_ kc
_
_
_
 C  w+
¯ ¯ d¯ ¬ k  ¬ kd¯ ¯ c¯ w+ k

_
¬_
 kt+· t+· ¬ k

_
_
¬_
 kd¯ ¯ c¯ c¯ ¯ V¯ ¬ k
_
¬_
 kd¯ ¯ d¯ ¬ k

4.9

_ kw k,
In the equations above, we use C to denote w+
a quantity independent of aM(k).
+

Therefore, the selection of a MLSE output sequence among all possible sequences depends on terms

other than C in (4.9). In other words, replacing C by any value C1 independent of aM(k) in branch
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metric calculation in (4.9) does not change the MLSE output sequence. If we define C1 =
_ kc
_
w+
¯ c¯ w+ k, the new branch metric becomes

_ kc
_
_
_
L º¬ k»  C w+
¯ ¯ d¯ ¬ k  ¬ kd¯ ¯ c¯ w+ k

_
_ kc
_
_
_
_
 w+
¯ c¯ w+ k  z+ kc¯ ¯ d¯ a  k  ¬ kd¯ ¯ c¯ w+ k

_
¬_
 kd¯ ¯ d¯ ¬ k

_
¬_
 kd¯ ¯ d¯ ¬ k

_ kc
_
_
_
 w+
¯  ¬ kd¯ ¯ c¯ w+ k  ¯ d¯ ¬ k

|c¯_ w+ k  ¯ d¯_ ¬ k|

Ìc¯_ ^ SS ¨+ k  ¯ d¯_ ¬ kÌ
- /

In the last line above, we can consider c¯_ ^ SS

- /

4.10

as a matrix filter processing the length-N received

sample vector and producing a length-r output vector, and ¯ d¯_ as the r-by-M post-filter overall

channel matrix. This new expression (4.10) is dubbed as modified noise whitening filter based MLSE.
The two MLSE equalizers are equivalent because they output the same detected sequence. A diagram
of the two equalizers is shown below.
Standard noise whitening filter based MLSE in correlated noise case
MLSE

N-by-N
Length-N samples

noise whitening filter

length-N outputs

- /
^SS

with CIR
c¯ ¯ d¯_

Modified noise whitening filter based MLSE in correlated noise case
N-by-r modified
Length-N samples

MLSE

noise whitening filter
c¯_ ^SS

length-r outputs

- /

with CIR
¯ d¯_

Figure 4.2 Two equivalent noise whitening filter based MLSE equalizers with the rank r
channel model
Next, let us find the equivalence between the modified noise whitening filter based MLSE and our
proposed MMSE filter based equalizer.
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In subsection 4.1.1, we have shown that due to the ONC constraint, B consists of r eigenvectors

corresponding to the r smallest eigenvalues of ^ ¦¦  ^ ¦Æ ^-ÆÆ ^ Æ¦ , where the subscript y denotes the

augmented received sample vector and the subscript a denotes the transmitted symbol vector. We
then have the following series of derivation based on [40].

^ ¼¼  E"kk_ #

 b_ ^ ¦¦  ^ ¦Æ ^-ÆÆ ^ Æ¦ b

 b_ ^ ¦¦  ^ ¦¦ H _ t^ ¦¦ H _
 b_ ^-¦¦

 b_ 3^-¦¦

 b_ 3^-¦¦
 b_ 3

^ SS - t^ ¦¦ b

t _ ^-SS t B
-

-

t _ ^ SS ^ SS t7
-_/

- /

-

^ SS t_ ^ SS t7
- /

- /

-

^ SS t_ ^ SS t7
- /

- /

b

b

b

4.11

The last line is due to the fact that the transmitted symbol sequence is i.i.d. in VAMOS (which is
also true in many other communication systems); hence, the autocorrelation matrix of the transmitted

symbol vector is an identity matrix. Since ^ SS t is the post noise-whitening-filter channel matrix
- /

_
t+·, it can be factorized by SVD as t+·  c  d
, where UM is a N-by-M unitary matrix, VM is

a M-by-M unitary matrix, and DM is a M-by-M diagonal matrix consisting of M singular values, in
which the first r values are positive and arranged in descending order and the other M-r values are
zero. We then have

^ ¼¼  b_ 

 b_ I

_
t+·
t+·  b
-

_
_
d  c
c  d
 b

 b_ 

_
 b_ d d

_
d  d
 b

 b_ d 

-

-

_
d  d
 b
-

_
 d
 b
-

-_
 b_ d
b
   d
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 b_ d 

_
  d
b

4.12

-

_
In the derivation above, we have used the properties of a unitary matrix, such as d d
  and

_
d
 d
.

We may perform SVD to factorize the M-by-M Hermitian matrix d 

_
  d
in (4.12) into
-

_
Î ÏÎ
, where Î is a M-by-M unitary matrix and Ï is a M-by-M diagonal matrix. We know that

the diagonal matrix Ï is uniquely determined, but the unitary matrix Î is not necessarily unique

_
[41]; that is, one SVD factorization can be d Ïd
with Ï  

 

-

and another factorization

_
can be Î ÏÎ
. Since diagonal entries in DM are arranged in descending order, diagonal entries in Ï

are in ascending order. Theorem 3.1.1’ in [41] can be utilized to find relationship between d and
Î . In particular, with the fact that SVD is performed on a Hermitian matrix d 

_
  d
and
-

the rank is r (because DM consists of r positive values and M-r zeros along its diagonal), The resulting
Î can be simplified as Î  d "c Ð ] Ðc' Ðc'( #, where Ð denotes direct sum and Ui is a µi-

by-µi unitary matrix with µ1+…+ µk=r and µk+1=M-r. These µi values represent the multiplicities of
the singular values. For example, when all singular values are different, all µi values are unity.

Previously we have known that the optimum b consists of r eigenvectors corresponding to the r

smallest eigenvalues of ^ ¦¦  ^ ¦Æ ^-ÆÆ ^ Æ¦ . Now we see that this matrix is equal to d 
_
 - d
, whose eigenvalues are the diagonal entries in 
_
whose SVD factorization is Î ÏÎ
with Ï  

  arranged in ascending order and
-

  . Hence, the resulting b , by
-

minimizing trace(Ree), consists of the first r vectors in the unitary matrix Î and can be expressed as
b  d¯ "c Ð ] Ðc' #. Meanwhile, the resulting autocorrelation of the noise vector becomes
^ ¼¼,T«S  

¯ -

4.13

where Dr is a r-by-r diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the first r diagonal entries in DM.

Additionally, an important fact worth mentioning is that "c Ð ] Ðc' #"c Ð ] Ðc' #_  , which

can be justified easily by considering the unitary submatrix Ui in "c Ð ] Ðc' #. This fact will be
used near the end of the proof.
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It is known that linear or widely linear MMSE filters minimize the MSE but are biased estimators

_
[39]. Hence, the actual post-filter CIR matrix is not equal to b
. Assume the MMSE filter is

  ^-ÆÆ ^ Æ¦ b , the actual post-filter CIR is

_
b¦Çs¦5
 _t

_
 b
^ ¦Æ ^-ÆÆ t
_
 b
t _ ^-ÆÆ t

4.14

where the last line is due to the fact that Rya is equal to the CIR matrix H when Raa is an identity
matrix; hence, Ray is equal to HH.
We know that

_
^ ¼¼,T«S  b
^ ¦¦  ^ ¦Æ ^-ÆÆ ^ Æ¦ b
_
_
^ ¦Æ ^-ÆÆ ^ Æ¦ b
^ ¦¦ b  b
 b
_
t _ ^-ÆÆ tb
   b

4.15

_
_
_
b , or
t _ ^-ÆÆ t from (4.14) into (4.15), we have ^ ¼¼,T«S    b¦Çs¦5
Substitute b¦Çs¦5
 b
_
_
b¦Çs¦5
   ^ ¼¼,T«S b

   

_
¯ - b

 ¯ 

_
¯ - b

4.16

_
After finding the post-filter TIR matrix b¦Çs¦5
, let us find the actual unbiased MSE Ree,actual at the

MMSE filter output. We know that ^ ¼¼,¦Çs¦5   _ ^ SS . Let us decompose F first.
  ^-ÆÆ ^ Æ¦ b

 t^ ¦¦ t _
 tt _

 ^-SS  ^-SS t

 ^ SS ^ SS tb  ^ SS t 3
-_/

- /

- /

^ SS - tb

^ SS - tb

t _ ^-SS t t_ ^-SS tb
-

-

t _ ^ SS ^ SS t7
-_/
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- /

t _ ^ SS ^ SS tb  4.17
-_/

- /

Since it has been found that b  d¯ "c Ð ] Ðc' # and t+·  ^ SS t  c¯ ¯ d¯_, we have
  ^ SS c¯ ¯ d¯_ b  c¯ ¯ d¯_ 

d¯ ¯ c¯ _ c¯ ¯ d¯_  d¯ ¯ c¯ _ c¯ ¯ d¯_ b 

-_/

 ^ SS c¯ ¯ "c Ð ] Ðc' #  c¯ ¯ d¯_ 
-_/

 ^ SS c¯ ¯   d¯_ I
-_/

 ^ SS c¯ ¯ 
-_/

 ^ SS c¯ ¯ 
-_/

Hence,

-

- /

d¯ ¯ d¯_  d¯ ¯ "c Ð ] Ðc' #
-

d¯ ¯ d¯_  d¯ ¯ "c Ð ] Ðc' #
-

d¯_ d¯ ¯ - "c Ð ] Ðc' #
¯ - "c Ð ] Ðc' #

4.18

^ ¼¼,¦Çs¦5   _ ^ SS 

 "c Ð ] Ðc' #_ ¯ 

  _ R SS ^ SS 
_/

/

¯ - c¯_ ^ SS ^ SS ^ SS ^ SS c¯ ¯ 

 "c Ð ] Ðc' #_ ¯ 

- /

_/

/

¯ - c¯_ c¯ ¯ 

 "c Ð ] Ðc' #_ ¯ 

¯ - "c Ð ] Ðc' #

-_/

¯ - "c Ð ] Ðc' #

¯ - "c Ð ] Ðc' #

With this resulting ^ ¼¼,¦Çs¦5 , the noise whitening filter is "c Ð ] Ðc' #_ -̄ 

cascading this filter with the MMSE filter F, the overall filter becomes
q¼¯¦55  "c Ð ] Ðc' #_ -̄ 

"c Ð ] Ðc' #_ -̄ 

¯ ¯ 

¯  _

¯ - c¯_ ^ SS

"c Ð ] Ðc' #_ c¯_ ^ SS

- /

Meanwhile, the overall post-filter CIR becomes

_
bq¼¯¦55
 q¼¯¦55 t

_
bq¼¯¦55
 "c Ð ] Ðc' #_ c¯_ ^ SS t
- /

_
bq¼¯¦55
 "c Ð ] Ðc' #_ c¯_ t+·

_
bq¼¯¦55
 "c Ð ] Ðc' #_ c¯_ c¯ ¯ d¯_
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- /

4.19

¯ . By

4.20

_
bq¼¯¦55
 "c Ð ] Ðc' #_ ¯ d¯_

Hence, the Euclidean-distance branch metric in the MLSE stage is

4.21

_
L º¬ k»  |q¼¯¦55 ¨+ k  bq¼¯¦55
¬ k|

 Ì"c Ð ] Ðc' #_ c¯_ ^ SS ¨+ k  "c Ð ] Ðc' #_ ¯ d¯_ ¬ kÌ
- /

 Ì"c Ð ] Ðc' #_ 3c¯_ ^ SS ¨+ k  ¯ d¯_ ¬ k7Ì
_

- /

- /
- /
 3c¯_ ^ SS ¨+ k  ¯ d¯_ ¬ k7 "c Ð ] Ðc' #"c Ð ] Ðc' #_ 3c¯_ ^ SS ¨+ k 

rd
drH¬
¬Mk

_

 3c¯_ ^ SS ¨+ k  ¯ d¯_ ¬ k7 3c¯_ ^ SS ¨+ k  ¯ d¯_ ¬ k7
- /

- /

Ìc¯_ ^ SS ¨+ k  ¯ d¯_ ¬ kÌ
- /

4.22

where we have used the fact that "c Ð ] Ðc' #"c Ð ] Ðc' #_  , as mentioned previously.

Now we obtain the desired result that the branch metric L º¬ k» of the MMSE filter based

MLSE in (4.22) is equal to the branch metric L º¬ k» of the modified noise whitening filter based
MLSE in (4.10). Since (4.9) and (4.10) have proved the equivalence between the standard noise
whitening filter based MLSE and the modified noise whitening filter based MLSE, we now have
proved that all three forms of MLSE equalizers are equivalent.
The equivalence of the three MLSE equalizers is depicted as below.
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Figure 4.3 Equivalence between MMSE filter based and noise whitening filter based equalizers
with the rank r channel model
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Chapter 5
Simulation results of various equalizers in VAMOS test scenarios
Comprehensive simulation results are provided in this chapter to compare various equalizers in
different VAMOS test scenarios. The purpose of the simulation work is to justify that the proposed
reduced rank widely linear MIMO MMSE filter based JMLSE equalizer is superior to other
equalizers in most VAMOS test scenarios. The first section describes the simulation environment and
the second section reports simulation results.

5.1 Simulation environment
The first subsection below defines the abbreviated names and descrbes the comparing equalizers, and
the second subsection clarifies the simulation parameters of the transmitter, the receiver, the fading
channel, and the interferer.
5.1.1 Abbreviated names and description of the comparing equalizers
Simulation in this chapter attempts to find the benefits of widely linear processing and JMLSE in the
proposed equalizer. This equalizer consists of a widely linear MIMO MMSE filter and 2-user
JMLSE; hence, abbreviated as WLMMSE-2UML.
In order to obtain fair companion, two of the comparing equalizers differ from the proposed
solution by only one component, rspectively. One equalizer consists of a linear MMSE filter and 2user JMLSE, named as LMMSE-2UML; the other one contains a widely linear MMSE filter and
single-user MLSE, named as WLMMSE-1UML. This equalizer is similar to the space-time data
model based equalizer in [8] (described in subsection 3.1.2), except that we extend the filter into a
widely linear form.
We also attempt to compare recent years’ VAMOS solutions but with some adaptation in order to
simplify simulation work. VAMOS is a new transmission scheme so that not many solutions are
proposed for this operating mode except the ones in [20] and [42]. The VAMOS equalizer in [20] is
based on the VAR disturbance model [21] (described in subsection 3.1.3), and simulation results in
[11] (described in subsection 3.1.4) have shown that it is inferior to the STBD equalizer proposed in
that publication. Therefore, a widely linear noise whitening filter based JMLSE equalizer equivalent
to the STBD equalizer (different only in the branch metric calculation of JMLSE but giving the same
output sequence) is included in simulation. It is named as WLNW-2UML. The other VAMOS
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equalizer [42] is not tested because it falls into the adaptive equalization category (the MMSE filter
coefficients are iteratively calculated based on the least mean square, or LMS, adaptive filtering
algorithm).
In order to justify the optimality of the MSE criterion, simulation comparison also includes a recent
widely linear equalizer from [13] (described in subsection 3.1.5), in which the widely linear filter
attempts to maximize the filter output signal to interference ratio (SIR). It is named as WLMSIR1UML. Since the widely linear MMSE filter in our work is equivalent to a max-SINR filter (which
maximizes the filter output SINR), it is expected that WLMMSE-1UML (as well as WLMMSE2UML) outperforms WLMSIR-1UML in interference plus noise scenarios.
During simulation, it was found that when α<1 (denoting that downlink signal in the desired user’s
subchannel is weaker than the paired user’s subchannel), the widely linear MMSE filter based JMLSE
is inferior to the linear MMSE filter based JMLSE. Explanation will be given where the
corresponding simulation results are presented. In order to overcome this problem, a solution named
WLMMSE-2UMLBS is proposed to augment WLMMSE-2UML with a bootstrap method [1].
Specifically, this equalizer performs the same filtering and JMLSE processing as WLMMSE-2UML
first. Then, as a threshold, if the energy of the paired user in the resulting post-filter CIR is greater
than that of the desired user, BER of the paired user’s detected sequence is expected to be lower than
that of the desired user. In this case, contribution of the paired user to the received samples is
reconstructed based on the paired user’s detected sequence and estimated CIR, and removed from the
received samples. Then, single-user equalization w.r.t. the desired user is followed to detect the
desired user’s sequence. This equalizer yields better BER than the original WLMMSE-2UML when
α<1.
5.1.2 Parameters of each components in the test system
In the simulation, we test different transmitter sub-channel power imbalance ratios (SCPIR). In
particular, we follow 3GPP technical document [43] to select α values of 1.3, 1, or 0.54,
corresponding to SCPIR 7.7 dB (downlink signal in the desired user’s subchannel is 7.7 dB stronger
than the other subchannel), 0 dB (equal power levels in both subchannels), or -7.7 dB (downlink
signal in the desired user’s subchannel is 7.7 dB weaker than the other subchannel), respectively.
On the receiver side, 2x oversampling is used. To simplify the problem formulation, we omit the
channel selection filter and assume the noise part of the disturbance is AWGN. The augmented
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received sample vectors are formed by stacking received samples from 2 temporally adjacent symbol
periods (that is, 4 samples from 2 symbol periods due to 2x oversampling). A larger-size augmented
received sample vector typically makes the filter more effective to suppress interference. However,
the resulting residue disturbance at the filter output becomes more temporally correlated because
more adjacent augmented received sample vectors contain common received samples. In order to
utilize an existing JMLSE whose input is complex-valued scalar or real-valued length-2 vectors, the
WLMMSE-2UML and WLNW-2UML equalizers have 2 real-valued outputs and other equalizers
have one complex-valued or real-valued output. Not only to simplify simulation work, the rank-one
or rank-two channel model and corresponding equalizers are a practical approach to combat channel
estimation inaccuracy and accommodate high correlation among different virtual channels. Several
GSM interference cancellation publications such as [33] have found that in field trials the rank-one
equalizer is almost as good as equalizers with less rank reduction.
For temporal CIR length, we select L=4 symbol periods. As we have mentioned before, the
transmitter LGMSK pulse spans 3 symbol periods, and the typical urban fading channel extends the
overall CIR by one more symbol period approximately. The radio channel tested with is typical urban
3km (TU3) profile, which is the most commonly used channel model in many GSM or VAMOS
interference cancellation publications.
For the VAMOS interferer, we test different α values of 1.3, 1, or 0.54, respectively.
For the test system in general, 100 iterations run for each test point. In noise-limited test scenarios,
we have AWGN noise only; while in interference-limited scenarios, we include a -15 dB (w.r.t the
VAMOS signal containing the desired user) AWGN noise besides the VAMOS interferer.
For the BER range of interest, we focus on 2%-20% as this range reflects the FER range of most
channel coding schemes. That is, when BER is below 0.02, FER of all channel coding schemes
approaches zero; when BER is above 0.2, BER of all channel coding schemes are greater than 0.1,
which is beyond the interested range of channel coding. A figure from [3] is duplicated below to
confirm this fact.
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Figure 5.1 Raw BER vs. FER for different speech codecs, duplicated from [3]
In the simulation results in the following section, each figure consists of two subplots, one for the
filter output SINR, and the other showing the equalizer output BER.

5.2 Performance of different equalizers
In the first subsection, we present the simulation results of WLMMSE-2UML and WLNW-2UML to
confirm their equivalence, in order to justify the proof in section 4.2. In the second subsection,
WLMMSE-1UML and WLMSIR-1UML are tested to justify the superiority of our MMSE filter w.r.t.
the maximum SIR optimization algorithm [13] in interference plus noise scenarios. In the rest
subsections, we then exclude WLNW-2UML (which is equivalent to WLMMSE-2UML) and
WLMSIR-1UML (which is inferior to WLMMSE-1UML) and focus on other equalizers to find the
performance gain of the proposed WLMMSE-2UML equalizer w.r.t. comparing equalizers in
different VAMOS test scenarios.
5.2.1 The comparison of WLMMSE-2UML and WLNW-2UML in the known second
order statistics case
As proved in section 4.2, when the second order statistics are known, WLMMSE-2UML and
WLNW-2UML are fully equivalent. Two simulation figures below confirm the theoretical proof. One
figure is for α=1.3 in the noise-limited scenario; the other one is for α=1 in the interference-limited
case. Results in other test scenarios are expected to be the same but omitted.
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Figure 5.2 Equivalence between MMSE filter and noise whitening filter based equalizers in a
noise-limited scenario
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Figure 5.3 Equivalence between MMSE filter and noise whitening filter based equalizers in an
interference-limited scenario
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5.2.2 WLMMSE-1UML yields better performance than WLMSIR-1UML in interference
plus noise scenarios
It is intuitive that in interference plus noise scenarios, it is optimum for the filter to suppress
interference plus noise, instead of only rejecting the interference. The figure below confirms this
expectation by two equalizers, WLMMSE-1UML whose MMSE filter is equivalent to a filter
maximizing filter output SINR, and WLMSIR-1UML which attempts to maximize SIR in the filtering
stage. The AWGN noise in this test scenario is fixed to be 15 dB lower than the VAMOS signal
containing the desired user.
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Figure 5.4 WLMMSE-1UML yields better performance than WLMSIR-1UML in interference
plus noise scenarios
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5.2.3 Performance in the noise-limited test scenario with α=1
Since in this scenario the transmitted signal and the received signal are jointly proper, we expect
WLMMSE-2UML and LMMSE-2UML perform equally well, and WLMMSE-1UML performs the
worst. The figure below confirms this expectation in both SINR and BER subplots.
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Figure 5.5 Equalizer performance in the noise-limited test scenario with α=1
5.2.4 Performance in the noise-limited test scenario with α=1.3
Since the transmitted signal is improper in this scenario, we expect WLMMSE-2UML performs the
best. What is of interest is the performance gain of WLMMSE-2UML w.r.t. other equalizers and
whether LMMSE-2UML is better than WLMMSE-1UML. In terms of BER performance, the figure
below shows that WLMMSE-2UML is 0.5-1 dB better than LMMSE-2UML, and LMMSE-2UML is
2-2.5 dB better than WLMMSE-1UML.
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Figure 5.6 Equalizer performance in the noise-limited test scenario with α=1.3
5.2.5 Performance in the noise-limited test scenario with α=0.54
This test scenario provides some new information. Specifically, simulation results below shows that
WLMMSE-2UML performs 2 dB worse than LMMSE-2UML, although its filter output SNR is better
than that of LMMSE-2UML. This is not surprising because the widely linear filter allocates more
power to the stronger user in order to yield a larger output SINR (both the desired user and the paired
user are deemed as wanted signals from the filter’s perspective; when α=0.54, the paired user is much
stronger than the desired user).
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Figure 5.7 Equalizer performance in the noise-limited test scenario with α=0.54
There are several solutions to overcome this undesired situation. One obvious solution is to switch
to LMMSE-2UML when α is less than 1. Here we apply a bootstrap method inspired by [1]. This
equalizer performs the same filtering and JMLSE processing as WLMMSE-2UML in the first step.
Then, as a threshold, if the energy of the paired user in the resulting post-filter CIR is greater than that
of the desired user, BER of the paired user’s detected sequence is expected to be lower than that of
the desired user. In this case, contribution of the paired user to the received samples is reconstructed
based on the paired user’s detected sequence and estimated CIR, and removed from the received
samples. Single-user equalization w.r.t. the desired user is followed to detect the desired user’s
sequence. Simulation shows that this solution is 1.5 dB better than WLMMSE-2UML but still 0.5 dB
worse than LMMSE-2UML.
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5.2.6 Performance in the interference-limited test scenario with user α=1 & interferer
α=1
Since the transmitted signal and the received signal are jointly proper in this scenario, WLMMSE2UML and LMMSE-2UML perform equally well and WLMMSE-1UML is the worst. We see that at
0.1 BER level, WLMMSE-1UML is only 0.5 dB worse; while at 0.05 BER level, WLMMSE-1UML
becomes 2 dB worse. With increasing input C/I level, the WLMMSE-1UML curve further diverges
from the WLMMSE-2UML and LMMSE-2UML curves. We may explain this result that when input
SINR is low, JMLSE is not effective in interference cancellation because with high probability the
received sample sequence is closer (in terms of Euclidean distance) to an valid but incorrect
transmitted sequence; when input SINR is high, JMLSE becomes effective to detect the true
transmitted sequence because with high probability the received sample sequence is closer to the
correct

transmitted
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Figure 5.8 Equalizer performance in the interference-limited test scenario with user α=1 &
interferer α=1
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5.2.7 Performance in the interference-limited test scenario with user α=1.3 & interferer
α=1
Since the transmitted signal is improper, WLMMSE-2UML performs better than LMMSE-2UML in
this test scenario.
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Figure 5.9 Equalizer performance in the interference-limited test scenario with user α=1.3 &
interferer α=1
From the figure, the performance gain is 1-2 dB in the interested BER range. Meanwhile, we see
that WLMMSE-1UML, although still the worst among the three equalizers, is only 1 dB less than
LMMSE-2UML.
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5.2.8 Performance in the interference-limited test scenario with user α=0.54 &
interferer α=1
In this scenario, like the α=0.54 noise-limited test scenario in subsection 5.2.5, WLMMSE-2UML
performs worse than LMMSE-2UML, and even worse than LMMSE-1UML in the low C/I region. By
applying the bootstrap method, WLMMSE-2UMLBS brings the performance very close to LMMSE2UML. It is worth further investigation to find a finer solution to make WLMMSE-2UML performs
better than or at least equal to LMMSE-2UML in this test scenario.
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Figure 5.10 Equalizer performance in the interference-limited test scenario with user α=0.54 &
interferer α=1
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5.2.9 Performance in the interference-limited test scenario with user α=1.3 & interferer
α=1.3
This may be the most suitable scenario to demonstrate the gain of WLP, because both user signal and
the interference are improper. As expected, WLMMSE-2UML performs better than LMMSE-2UML,
especially in the low C/I region. At 0.1 BER level, WLMMSE-2UML is 1.5 dB better than LMMSE2UML; At 0.05 BER level, WLMMSE-2UML is 1.2 dB better than LMMSE-2UML; At 0.01 BER
level, WLMMSE-2UML is 1 dB better than LMMSE-2UML. It is also observed that in this test
scenario WLMMSE-1UML error performance approaches LMMSE-2UML in most C/I test region;
this also justifies the value of WLP. For example, at 0.1 BER level, WLMMSE-1UML performs
almost as well as LMMSE-2UML; at 0.05 BER level, WLMMSE-1UML is 0.5 dB worse than
LMMSE-2UML.
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Figure 5.11 Equalizer performance in the interference-limited test scenario with user α=1.3 &
interferer α=1.3
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and further study
A novel equalizer consisting of a reduced rank widely linear MIMO MMSE filter and JMLSE is
proposed in this work. Most of the novelty lies in the filter design, which jointly optimizes the MIMO
MMSE filter coefficients matrix and the post-filter TIR matrix to minimize the filter output MSE with
some constraint (in order to avoid trivial solutions such as all-zero coefficients). The ONC constraint
from [37] is selected to constrain the the row vectors of the resulting post-filter TIR matrix to be
orthonormal vectors. In order to optimize the overall equalizer BER performance, a TIR correction
and noise balance unit is placed between the ONC-based MMSE filter and the JMLSE. Based on
theoretical analysis in section 4.2, the cascade of these components makes the proposed equalizer
equivalent to the noise whitening filter based equalizer in the rank-r channel matrix case. Since the
solution is applicable to any channel matrix rank r between one (corresponding to the rank-one
channel matrix) and min(M,N) (corresponding to the full-rank channel matrix), a generalized and
scalable solution is obtained.
The equalizer is implemented in Matlab code and tested in various VAMOS test scenarios.
Simulation results in chapter 5 confirm the equivalence between this MMSE based equalizer and
noise whitening filter based equalizer in the known second order statistics case. When second order
statistics have to be estimated, in general MMSE filter is more robust than noise whitening filter. The
reason is that MMSE filter coefficients are calculated based on autocovariance of the received
samples but noise whitening filter coefficients are calculated based on autocovariance of the noise
sample vector which cannot be directly estimated, as we have discussed in previous chapters. Other
simulation plots demonstrate that the proposed equalizer is better than some other equalizers in many
typical VAMOS test scenarios. The only outstanding issue is that when the downlink transmission
power in the desired user’s subchannel is less than that of the other channel, the proposed widely
linear MMSE filter and JMLSE equalizer yields worse BER performance than its linear filter based
counterpart (but it is still better than the single-user MLSE based equalizer), although the filter output
SINR of the widely linear filter is better than that of the linear filter. The reason is believed to be that
the widely linear filter preserves more energy for the stronger user in order to maximize the output
SINR (both the desired user and the paired user are deemed as wanted signals from the filter’s
perspective). A bootstrap solution based on [1] with a decent threshold is able to make the widely
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linear filter based equalizer perform almost as well as its linear filter based counterpart in this
particular test scenario.
Throughout this work, there are some unclear issues worth further investigation.
The first one is to find a more elegant method to optimize the proposed equalizer when the
transmission power of the desired user’s subchannel is less than that of the other subchannel. The
bootstrap solution is computation intensive and it only brings the performance close to the linear filter
based JMLSE equalizer.
The second issue is related to computation complexity of the equalizer. The full length JMLSE is
used in our approach because the focus is the equalizer BER performance. The length of post-filter
CIR is selected to be 5 symbol periods, because the true CIR ranging from transmitter to receiver
spans 4 symbol periods and the space-time data model extends the post filter CIR by one more
symbol period. This is sufficient in typical urban propagation model and the resulting computation
load is manageable. Application of the equalizer in longer CIR cases or for a low-cost mobile station
would require integration of a channel shortening or minimum phase filter to reduce the computation
complexity (or more accurately, the number of trellis states) in the JMLSE stage.
We did not investigate equalizers with two physical antennas. Presumably mobile stations equipped
with two physical antennas would be very effective in cancelling the interference in spatial domain.
In that case, it may be worth looking into the performance differences with different combinations of
oversampling, space-time data mode, widely linear processing, and antenna-array techniques.
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